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SUMMARY

Numerosity perception is a key ability to guide behavior. However, current
models propose that number units encode an abstract representation of numerosity regardless of the non-numerical attributes of the stimuli, suggesting rather
coarse environmental tuning. Here we investigated whether numerosity systems
spontaneously adapt to all visible items, or to subsets segregated by salient
attributes such as color or pitch. We measured perceived numerosity after participants adapted to highly numerous stimuli with color either matched to or
different from the test. Matched colors caused a 25% underestimation of numerosity, while different colors had virtually no effect. This was true both for
physically different colors, and for the same colors perceived as different, via a
color-assimilation illusion. A similar result occurred in the acoustic domain, where
adaptation magnitude was halved when the adaptor and test differed in pitch.
Taken together, our results support the idea that numerosity perception is selectively tuned to salient environmental attributes.
INTRODUCTION
Numerosity is thought to be a primary visual property, like brightness, color, form, or motion. Human
adults, infants, and also non-human species can make rapid and accurate estimates of the number of items
without serial counting (Butterworth, 1999; Dehaene et al., 2008; Hauser et al., 2000; Whalen et al., 1999).
Importantly, psychophysical and imaging (fMRI) studies have shown that this capacity is highly adaptable,
supporting the idea of a dedicated brain system for the analysis of numerical elements (e.g., Aagten-Murphy and Burr, 2016; Arrighi et al., 2014; Burr and Ross, 2008; Castaldi et al., 2016; Fornaciai et al., 2016;
Grasso et al., 2021a; Grasso et al., 2021b; Togoli and Arrighi, 2021; Tsouli et al., 2020).
Many models of numerosity perception propose that numerosity detectors would normalize non-numerical
characteristics of the stimuli (such as size), suggesting that number sensitive units can discard the non-numerical features of the items (e.g., Dehaene and Changeux, 1993; Zorzi et al., 2005). This conceptualization
is in line with imaging data reporting units in the parietal lobe that can be adapted by various types of
number representation, such as both Arabic digits and dot stimuli (Piazza et al., 2007). It is also in line
with reports of numerosity adaptation being insensitive to the visual attributes such as size, orientation,
or contrast of single elements (Burr and Ross, 2008).
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However, a system that enumerates items in a visual scene, irrespective of their category or type, would be
unselective to the specificity of target objects in the visual scene. For example, it may be more important to
estimate the number of red (ripe) apples, than the total number. Numerosity systems should, therefore, operate on segregated and categorized visual items, rather than on the total quantity. Halberda et al. (2006)
showed that the numerosity of specifically colored items can be accurately estimated, even when spatially
intermingled with other differently colored items. Indeed, adults, but also infants (Zosh et al., 2011), can
enumerate simultaneously up to three different subsets of elements defined by different colors (but see
also Yu et al., 2019). Similarly, the impressive demonstrations of ‘‘connectiveness’’ (He et al., 2009; Pomè
et al., 2021) showing that connecting items by thin lines causes gross underestimation of numerosity highlights the role of ‘‘grouping’’ and item segregation in numerosity perception. More, when items are easily
segregable in small groups, the precision of numerosity estimation increases by up to 20%, both for visual
and auditory stimuli (‘‘groupitizing’’). The segregation can be aided by items having similar visual color or
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Figure 1. Paradigm and stimuli
(A) Schematic representation of the paradigm. The color of both test and reference was either blue, green, yellow, or
purple, while the color of the adaptor was fixed (blue for seven participants, as illustrated here, and green for the other
five). This produced a condition in which the color of the test and reference matched that of the adaptor with a high
presentation probability (42% of trials - Same Col-HP), a condition in which the color of test and reference did not match
that of the adaptor but had a high presentation probability (42% of trials - Diff Col-HP) and a condition in which the color of
test and reference did not match that of the adaptor and had a low presentation probability (16% of trials - Diff Col-LP).
Participants responded which of the two clouds of dots (test or reference) was perceived as more numerous, using the left
and right arrows of the keyboard.
(B) Example of the stimuli used in the task.

auditory pitch, suggesting that sensory signals could be pre-processed by their low-level features,
providing these are salient (Anobile et al., 2020, 2021b).
The site of numerosity adaptation is still debated. Several authors (e.g., Aulet and Lourenco, 2021; Dakin
et al., 2011; Durgin, 2008) have suggested that number is represented at an early stage of visual processing,
together with size and other low-level features. Durgin (2008) specifically claimed that adaptation to the
number is also early, occurring early in processing, possibly mediated by adaptation to texture. However,
evidence is mounting that number is represented at higher levels, particularly the parietal cortex. fMRI (Harvey et al., 2013; Piazza et al., 2004) and EEG (Hyde and Spelke, 2012) studies all point to a parietal- and frontal-lobe representation of number. Adaptation studies show specific changes in the parietal response to
numerosity, with minimal relevant changes at earlier levels (Castaldi et al., 2016; Tsouli et al., 2021a). Psychophysical studies also point to a high level of adaptation, after the site of grouping effects (Arrighi et al.,
2014; Fornaciai et al., 2016). If adaptation to numerosity occurs at relatively high levels, as most evidence
suggests, then one may expect the adaptation to be conditioned by other processes relevant to numerosity perception, including object segmentation and grouping.
In the present study, we used adaptation to numerosity as a tool to investigate how highly salient perceptual features, such as color for vision and pitch for audition, interact with numerosity perception. Colors is
possibly the most salient natural visual attribute enabling rapid object segregation (e.g., Found and Müller,
1996), while also providing crucial evolutionary signals related to food, sex, and fight or flight behaviors. By
analogy, it has been shown that the auditory system exploits pitch for auditory stream segregation to distinguish, for example, the voices of two different persons or the sounds of different instruments (e.g., Moore
and Gockel, 2002). If numerosity perception is optimized for environmentally salient features, we expect
that numerosity adaptation aftereffects should be more prominent when the adapting and test stimuli
share the same features. This would also suggest that numerosity adaptation occurs after feature-binding
and other processes have contributed towards object recognition.

RESULTS
Visual numerosity adaptation is tuned to color
We first investigated whether the congruency in color of adaptor and test affects the magnitude of numerosity
adaptation, using a numerosity discrimination paradigm where the color of test and reference either matched
or differed from that of the adaptor (Figure 1). On each trial, the color of test and reference varied randomly between blue, green, yellow, and purple (see General procedure and stimuli section for further details), while the
color of the adaptor was kept fixed. To disentangle between the effects of color congruency and those potentially
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Figure 2. Visual numerosity adaptation requires same test and adaptor color
(A) Thin dotted curves depict the best-fitting curves for baseline conditions defined by the four colors (blue, green, yellow,
and purple). Thick black dotted curve shows the psychometric fitting of an average baseline and solid curves the
psychometric fittings of the three adaptation conditions (Same Col-HP: solid red curve; Diff Col-HP: solid cyan curve; Diff
Col-LP: solid blue curve).
(B) Scatterplots depicting the normalized percentage of PSE shift in the Same-Col HP condition against the Diff-Col HP
condition. Data falling above the equality line indicate a greater adaptation magnitude in the Same-Col HP condition.
Red dot is the average and standard error across participants.

driven by repetition-dependent attentional color tuning, the four colors had different presentation frequencies. In
most of the trials (84%) blue and green dots were presented (42% blue and 42% green), while in a minority of trials
either yellow or purple dots were presented (8% yellow and 8% purple). This led to three separate conditions: color of test and reference matched that of the adaptor and had a high (42%) presentation probability (Same ColHP); color of test and reference not matched to that of adaptor and had a high (42%) presentation probability (Diff
Col-HP); color of test and reference not matched to that of the adaptor and had a low (16%) presentation probability (Diff Col-LP). Before the experiment, we tested that all participants were able to discriminate the color of the
stimuli with 100% accuracy.
Figure 2A shows results averaged across participants, for all experimental conditions. Thin-colored dotted
curves show the best-fitting psychometric functions for the four baseline conditions (blue, green, yellow,
and purple) while the thick black dotted curve shows the best-fitting curve for the average baseline
data. The four baseline curves are clearly superimposed, showing that basic numerosity discrimination
judgments were not influenced by the color of the dots. As there was no significant main effect of color
at baseline (see later in discussion), we pooled the two colors, leading to the three adaptation conditions
depicted by solid curves in Figure 2A. The red solid line shows the condition where test and reference had
the same color as the adaptor and were frequently presented (Same Col-HP), while cyan and blue solid lines
show the conditions where test and reference were of different colors from the adaptor, presented either
frequently (Diff Col-HP) or infrequently (Diff Col-LP). Adaptation of the same color produced much larger
effects than adaptation to different colors, irrespective of probability of stimulus presentation, as obvious
by the rightward shift of the red psychometric curve shown in Figure 2A.
Figure 2B summarizes the results for the individual participants, obtained by best-fitting psychometric
functions like those of Figure 2A to the data of each participant (see Analysis procedure for details). The
scatterplot plots the adaptation effect (normalized difference in adapted and baseline PSEs) for adaptors
of the same color as the test, against adaptors of different colors (all high probability stimuli). All data
points are above the equality line, indicating that all participants had shown stronger adaptation when
the color of adaptor and test were matched than when they differed. The effect is strong, about a factor
of 5, as the magnitude of numerosity adaptation in the color matched condition was around 25% while
the two unmatched color conditions produced an average of 5% adaptation. Significance was confirmed
by a strongly significant main effect for Condition (Same Col-HP, Diff Col-HP, Diff Col-LP) in one-way
ANOVA (F(2, 22) = 38.583; p < 0.001; ƞ2 = 0.780, LogBF10 = 14.2).
There were no differences in the magnitude of effects for participants adapted to blue or green (mixed
ANOVA within factor Condition and between factor adaptor color - no main effect of color: F(1, 10) = 0.02;
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Figure 3. Paradigm and stimuli
(A) Schematic representation of the paradigm. In an intermingled presentation, test and reference stimuli were either
yellow dots behind red stripes or yellow dots behind cyan stripes. The two conditions produced a perceptual illusion of
dots appearing, respectively, ‘‘orange’’ or ‘‘green.’’ The adaptor stimulus was always in front of both stripes and its color
was perceptually matched to the color of the stimuli perceived as orange (yellow dots with superimposed red stripes),
yielding one condition where the color of test and reference appeared the same as the adaptor (Perc-Same condition)
and another where it appeared different (Perc-Diff condition). A further perceptually different color conditions (PercDiffCtrl) was included to control for the effects of physical color similarity between the adaptor and the foreground red
stripes. Participants reported which of the two dot clouds (test or reference) was perceived as more numerous using the
left and right arrows of the keyboard.
(B) Sample of the stimuli used in the task.

p = 0.88; no interaction color x Condition: F(2, 20) = 0.85; p = 0.44). Nor was there a significant main
effect of color at baseline (F(3, 33) = 1.3; p = 0.29; ƞ2 = 0.11; LogBF10 = 1.02), and no difference between
yellow and purple tests in either baseline (t(11) = 0.39, p = 0.70; d = 0.11; LogBF10 = 1.18) or adaptation
(t(11) = 0.274, p = 0.789; d = 0.08; LogBF10 = 1.21).
Taken together, these results show that numerosity adaptation is selective for non-numerical features (color) of the adaptor, with a selectivity that cannot be accounted for by repetition-dependent color tuning.

Visual numerosity adaptation is tuned to perceived color
We next tested whether the color-congruent selectivity of numerosity adaptation is driven by physical or
perceived color similarity, to examine the neural level of interactions between color and numerical processing, given that the perceptual color experience is believed to be encoded in higher cortical regions than
the encoding of stimulus chromaticity (Kim et al., 2020). We took advantage of color assimilation, a wellknown color phenomenon driven by perceptual grouping of bi-color patches (King, 1988). Stimuli were yellow dots presented on a red and cyan horizontal striped background (see General procedure and stimuli
section for further details). In an intermingled paradigm, dots were partially covered by either red or cyan
stripes, producing the perceptual illusion of either ‘‘orange’’ (Perc-Orange) or ‘‘green’’ (Perc-Green) dots.
The adaptor stimulus was always superimposed on both stripes, and its color was customized for each
participant to match the color of the stimuli perceived as orange (yellow dots with superimposed red
stripes), using a color matching procedure before the beginning of the experiment. Thus, the Perc-Orange
stimuli corresponded to the Perc-Same condition (stimuli of same perceived color as adaptor), and the
Perc-Green stimuli to the Perc-Diff condition (different perceived color from adaptor; Figure 3). A further
control condition used green dots partially covered by red stripes (i.e., Perc-DiffCtrl), to test whether the
foreground red stripes (of similar chromaticity to the orange adaptors) may be driving the adaptation.
Importantly, none of the test/reference colors was physically identical to the color of the adaptor, so any
chromatic congruency was purely illusory. Before taking part in the experiment, we made sure participants
could discriminate perfectly between the colors used in the experiment.
Figure 4A shows the psychometric functions data averaged across participants for each experimental condition.
As before, adaptation to the same perceived color produced a much larger rightward shift of the psychometric
curve, showing greater underestimation of the test stimulus numerosity compared with when the perceived color
of the stimuli was different (Figure 4A). Figure 4B shows that the effect held for every participant, as all data points
are above the equality line. On average, the adaptation magnitude for the Perc-Same condition was 29% while for
the Perc-Diff condition was 11%. Adaptation to the other control with red foreground stripes (Perc-DiffCtrl) was
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Figure 4. Visual numerosity adaptation requires same perceived color of test and adaptor
(A) Thick black dotted curve the psychometric fit of the average baseline, and solid curves the psychometric fit of the three
adaptation conditions (Perc-Same: solid red curve; Perc-Diff: solid cyan curve; Perc-DiffCtrl: solid blue curve.
(B) Scatterplot of adaptation of individual participants in the Perc-Same and Perc-Diff conditions. Data falling above the
equality line show greater adaptation in the Perc-Same condition. Red dot is the average and standard error across
participants.

9%. The effect was confirmed by a strongly significant main effect for Condition (Perc-Same, Perc-Diff, PercDiffCtrl) in one-way ANOVA (F(2, 24) = 20.43; p < 0.001; ƞ2 = 0.63, LogBF10 = 9.16). Each adaptation condition
was different from zero (all ps < 0.01) but the Perc-Same condition yielded a significantly larger effect with respect
to the other two (p < 0.001) which did not differ from each other.
Overall, this experiment confirmed that the adaptation-induced distortions of perceived numerosity are
much more tuned to perceived rather than physical similarity of color of the adapting and adapted stimuli.

Auditory numerosity adaptation is tuned to pitch
We then tested whether feature specificity of numerosity adaptation is a general property of numerosity
perception, generalizing to non-visual sensory modalities such as audition. In this experiment, participants
estimated the numerosity of a sequence of tones after adapting to a fast or slow sequence of auditory pulses
(Figure 5).
In a blocked design, the pitch of the test sequence was either 400 or 800 Hz, while the pitch of the adaptor
was fixed at 400 Hz for five participants or 800 Hz for the other six. For all participants, the test either
matched or was different from that of the adaptor (Same-Pitch or Diff-Pitch). Following the procedure of
Arrighi et al., (2014), the adaptation sequence was either slow (average 2 Hz) or fast (average 8 Hz), with
adaptation magnitude defined as the proportional difference between estimates after adapting to 2 or
8 Hz (see Analysis procedure for further details). To anchor estimation judgments within the correct numerical range, at the beginning of each block participants were familiarized with the presentation of the
highest and the lowest numerous test sequence. Before commencing the experiment, we checked that participants could discriminate the 400 and 800 Hz pitches from each other with 100% accuracy.
Figure 6A show averaged estimates of numerosity after adaptation to fast (8 Hz) and to slow (2 Hz) sequences,
for each physical numerosity, for the two adaptation conditions (Same-Pitch, Diff-Pitch). In both cases, the estimates deviated from veridicality (dashed black line), showing a regression to the mean, as to be expected (Hollingworth, 1910). However, the estimates are generally lower after adapting to high rather than low adaptors and
the effect of adaptation is less when the tones are not matched than when they are.
To quantify this difference, we plotted the difference in numerosity estimates after adaptation to fast and
slow adaptors, separately for the Same- and Diff-Pitch conditions (Figure 6B). Adaptation was clearly larger
when adaptor and test shared the same pitch. We quantified this by fitting the data with a linear regressor
anchored at zero (red and cyan lines). The slope of the regressor gives the proportion of adaptation for
each condition. This was 11% for the Same-Pitch condition, and only 6% for the Diff-Pitch condition, about
half as much. Single participant data confirmed this trend. Figure 6C plots adaptation magnitude for the
two conditions. Almost all data points (10 out of 11) lie above the equality line, confirming that numerosity
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Figure 5. Paradigm and stimuli
In a blocked design, participants were presented with a 6-s adaptation sequence comprising either 48 tones (8 Hz) or 12
tones (2 Hz), positioned along the 6-s interval with random jitter (see STAR Methods). They then estimated the numerosity of a sequence of tones having either the same or different pitches from that of the adaptor, interleaved within
each session. To help participants correctly distinguish between adaptation and test sequences, a central circle turned
from red to green whenever the sequence turned from adaptation to test.

adaptation was selective for similarity of pitch. Two-tailed dependent sample t-test confirmed that the
difference was significant (t(10) = 3.3, p = 0.008; d = 0.98; LogBF10 = 1.95). The result was confirmed by a
2 3 9 ANOVA with within factors Type (Same-Pitch, Diff-Pitch) and Numerosity, performed on average numerosity adaptation magnitude. Results revealed a significant main effect of Type (F(1, 10) = 15.11; p = 0.003;
ƞ2 = 0.1) while both Numerosity (F(8,80) = 1.69; p = 0.11; ƞ2 = 0.05) and Numerosity x Type were not significant (F(1,10) = 0.81; p = 0.50; ƞ2 = 0.03).

Precision does not change with adaptation
To test whether the selective adaptation may have been driven by differences in precision, we calculated
precision for the adaptation conditions, from the coefficient of variation (threshold normalized by the mean
numerosity). Figure 7 shows the results. Precision was similar across the different adaptation conditions employed, either for the visual or auditory stimuli. This was confirmed by statistical tests on the coefficients of
variation. For changes in physical color: F(2, 22) = 0.824; p = 0.404; ƞ2 = 0.07, LogBF10 = 1.08; illusory
color: F(2,24) = 1.24; p = 0.30; ƞ2 = 0.09, LogBF10 = 0.84; auditory tones: t(10) = 0.94, p = 0.369; d = 0.28;
LogBF10 = 0.84. Note that similar non-significant results were obtained using Weber fractions (thresholds
normalized by apparent numerosity), or raw thresholds.

DISCUSSION
In the present work, we provide evidence that numerosity adaptation is a flexible mechanism tuned to salient
environmental features. We exploited a highly salient visual attribute, color, to investigate whether numerosity
perception is sensitive to salient attribute changes within separate sets of visual elements. Numerosity adaptation did not generalize across stimuli differing in color, as prolonged presentation of a numerous patch of dots
did not lead to the underestimation of a subsequent patch of different colored dots. This result supports the
idea that numerosity perception is closely bound to salient environmental constancies. It also suggests that
adaptation occurs at a relatively high level of processing, after binding and grouping operations.
Adaptation was selective for perceived rather than physical color, as underestimation of the test stimulus
also occurred when adaptor and test were physically different but perceptually identical (Figure 4), while it
was robustly reduced when the color of test and reference was perceptually distinct from that of the
adaptor. In this experiment, there was a residual of around 10% underestimation of the numerosity of
test stimulus after adaptation to perceptually different colors (11% in the Perc-Diff and 9% in the PercDiffCtrl conditions), probably due to a residual similarity of the perceived color of the test dots in the control conditions to those of the adaptor (orange). Indeed, as the control experiment prescribes employing
the same colors used in the ‘‘PercSame’’ condition we did not have enough room for employing test dots
which differed completely from the warm colors used in the main condition. Indeed, the resulting colors
were in the same region of the orange adaptor. In any event, even if one assumed that the two control conditions captured two essential components of the full conditions, gauging, respectively, the effect of the
adaptor on yellow dots and red stripes, it is interesting to note that the predicted effect would still be about
20%. The effect in the PercSame condition on the other hand is 29%, more than root-2 larger. This suggests
that the proper combination allowing assimilation into an orange illusory whole (i.e., yellow dots with foreground red stripes) is critical for the full effect to occur.
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Figure 6. Auditory numerosity adaptation requires same test and adaptor pitch
(A) Average responses after adaptation to a 2 Hz sequence (green plots) or to an 8 Hz sequence (orange plots) for the
Same- and the Diff-Pitch conditions. Bars represent SEM.
(B) Difference in numerosity estimation between 2 and 8 Hz adaptors, for the Same-Pitch condition (red plot) and the DiffPitch condition (cyan plot). Lines are linear regressions anchored to zero. Bars represent SEM.
(C) Scatterplots of average numerosity adaptation magnitude in the Same-Pitch adaptation condition against the Diff-Pitch
adaptation condition. Dots represent single participant’s data. Red dot is the average and standard error across participants.

The results with visual stimuli are consistent with and extend those of Halberda et al. (2006), who reported
effortless enumeration of up to three subgroups defined by color (see also Liu et al., 2020): if more than
three colors were employed, performance dropped. Our results indicate that as long as colors are perceptually distinct, different numerosity subsystems are likely to be engaged.
Numerosity perception transcends single sensory modalities, pointing to a generalized sense of number. This
idea is reinforced by experiments showing the minimal cost in cross-modal numerosity estimation (Barth
et al., 2003), and clear cross-modal adaption effects between vision, audition, and touch (Anobile et al.,
2021a; Arrighi et al., 2014; Togoli and Arrighi, 2021). With a modified version of the paradigm used by Arrighi
et al. (2014) we showed that adaptation was halved when the pitch was not matched. A small residual adaptation
(6%) remained in the incongruent pitch condition. This may result from the choice of pitch frequencies (400 and
800 Hz), corresponding to the same note an octave apart, although this idea would require testing. Nevertheless,
we confirmed within the auditory domain that adaptation to numerical quantities is linked to categorical differences between the adaptor and test, corroborating the idea that the numerosity system is capable of selectively
discarding redundant information, while leaving salient ‘‘novelties’’ mostly unaffected.
Taken together, our results suggest that the numerical system could be adaptively tuned to salient characteristics of the stimuli. Although it has been reported that changes in orientation, size, and contrast do not
affect the magnitude of numerosity adaptation (Burr and Ross, 2008), we speculate that these differences
may not have been salient enough to group the stimuli into different categories. Colors is known to be
highly salient, giving rise to what has been termed ‘‘pop-out’’ in the serial search literature (e.g., Carter,
1982; D’Zmura, 1991; Farmer and Taylor, 1980). Pitch is similarly salient. However, at this stage, we cannot
be certain whether the results reported here are specific for color and pitch or would occur for any salient
feature. In their original study, Burr and Ross (2008) tested orientation selectivity with short lines, which were
not particularly salient, did not ‘‘pop out.’’ It would be interesting to test whether more salient orientation
differences lead to the selectivity of numerosity adaptation. It would also be interesting to see if other
salient features, such as coherent motion, lead to selective adaptation.
Our results suggest that numerosity is encoded after categorization, and after feature binding, and that this
process can occur spontaneously. Previous evidence showed that human adults can attentively encode in
parallel different subsets of items defined by color, suggesting that approximate numbers can be stored as
a feature of each set (Halberda et al., 2006). Here we show that categorization by color may be spontaneous
and likely tuned to salient environmental constancies. Although participants were never instructed to
attentively select any non-numerical features of the items, changing the color (or pitch) of the stimuli produced a robust decrease of the expected adaptation magnitude.
Perceptual adaptation is thought to be a functionally adaptive mechanism highlighting new information in the
environment by reducing sensitivity to the prevailing stimulus (Benucci et al., 2013; Kohn, 2007; Webster,
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Figure 7. Tasks precision
Coefficients of Variation for the adaptation conditions of first (physical color: A), second (illusory color: B) and third
(auditory tones: C) experiment. Bars represent SEM.

2015). For instance, luminance adaptation helps to increase discrimination after abrupt lightness changes
through a gradual reentering of neuronal responses towards the average luminance levels of the new environment (Shapley and Enroth-Cugell, 1984). By analogy, adaptation to numerical quantities could act through
desensitization of brain responses to the most recurrent numerical range while allowing an increased sensitivity
for those numerical ranges laying close to the adapted. However, unlike luminance, real-world environments
closely associate numerosity perception with a series of other non-numerical attributes such as color and shape,
which are often fundamental to determine the belonging category of a set of stimuli. On this view, it would be
crucial for the system to adapt to the sole prevailing category, rather than to all the stimuli in a scene.
The results also speak to the hierarchical level of numerosity adaptation. As the adaptation was color-specific, it would seem to occur at the level of object perception, after the object has bound with color. This
would suggest that it does not occur at the very low levels of visual analysis, as has been suggested (Durgin,
2008), but is consistent with higher levels, such as the parietal cortex. That the effect was driven by perceived
rather than physical color is further evidence for late analysis. This interpretation is supported by fMRI
studies showing adaptation-driven changes in decoding in the parietal cortex (Castaldi et al., 2016), and
by studies reporting adaptation-driven changes in neural numerosity selectivity maps within the superior
parietal lobe (Harvey and Dumoulin, 2017; Tsouli et al., 2020, 2021a, 2021b), a cortical region also implicated
in the categorization of objects through their color (Bramão et al., 2010). It is also consistent with previous
psychophysical research showing that adaption incorporates the effects of perceptual grouping (Fornaciai
et al., 2016), and with evidence showing that, unlike orientation, numerosity adaptation is robustly affected
by the allocation of implicit visuospatial attention during the adaptation period (Grasso et al., 2021a, 2021b).
Whatever the precise neural mechanisms involved, our results demonstrate that the visual system retains
rapid abilities to shape its responses based on external needs (for recent reviews on visual plasticity see Castaldi et al., 2020; Grasso et al., 2020), and that this process is less coarse than previously thought as it is selectively tuned to salient environmental features.
To conclude, we report here that numerosity perception is highly selective to salient non-numerical features like color and pitch, and that this selectivity is mainly tuned to the perceived rather than the physical
characteristics of the stimuli. Our results suggest that the brain could encode numerosity while spontaneously segregating objects into raw salient categories.

Limitations of the study
One clear limitation of the current study is the lack of a continuous measure allowing to change the match between the color/pitch of the test stimulus with respect to that of the adaptor. We here used discrete changes
which revealed that numerosity adaptation is mostly absent when the stimuli are not matched. However, it
would have been interesting to test whether the adaptation followed a trend as the match became closer, or
whether the effect was categorical. Another limitation concerns our third experiment where we found a residual
adaptation in the Diff-Pitch condition that may have resulted from the adaptor and test being the same note of
the adaptor an octave apart. This can be easily tested using a different note.
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Data and code availability
Raw behavioral data have been deposited at Dryad repository and are publicly available as of the date of
publication. The DOI is listed in the key resources table. This paper does not report original code. Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact
upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Participants
To calculate sample size, we performed an a priori power analysis using G-Power (Faul et al., 2007). Effect
sizes were derived from a previous work using very similar methods and which supported the expectation
for quite large effects (Grasso et al., 2021b). For the first experiment, the analysis indicated that a total sample of 12 participants would be needed to detect large effects (f = 0.40) with 80% power using a repeated
measure ANOVA with an alpha level of 0.05. For second and third experiments, the analysis indicated that a
total sample of 13 participants would be needed to detect large effects (d = 0.85) with 80% power using a
dependent sample t-test with an alpha level of 0.05.
Twelve participants (four practiced participants) took part in the first experiment, and thirteen in the second and
third experiments (three and two practiced participants for the second and third experiment respectively). Two
participants from the third experiment had outlier performances (above or below twice the upper or lower quartile) and were thus excluded. There were no outliers in the first and second experiments. The final samples
comprised a total of twelve participants for the first experiment (mean age: 28.4 years, sd: 4.7 years; 5 males), thirteen for the second experiment (mean age: 26.8 years, sd: 4.3 years; 5 males) and eleven for the third experiment
(mean age: 25.1 years, sd: 3.8 years; 4 males). Four participants took part in all the experiments, two participants in
both the first and second experiments and four in both second and third experiments. All participants provided
written informed consent before taking part to the experiments. The research was approved by the local ethics
committee (‘‘Commissione per l’Etica della Ricerca’’, University of Florence, 7th July 2020, n. 111).

METHOD DETAILS
General procedure and stimuli
All the experiments were performed in a dimly lit, low-noise environment with participants sitting 57 cm
from the monitor of a laptop pc. In the first and second experiments we measured the magnitude of
numerosity adaptation with a two-alternative comparison task. Stimuli comprised clouds of coloured
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non-overlapping random dots (diameter: 0.4 ; single dot area: 0.12 cm2) drawn within a virtual 8 diameter
circle with centre 10 left or right of a central fixation point. In the first experiment, colour of test and reference randomly varied between blue (rgb code: 80 130 240; x = 0.19, y = 0.18, L = 23.1 cd/m2), green (rgb
code: 40 152 90; x = 0.27, y = 0.46, L = 22.7 cd/m2), yellow (rgb code: 185 140 50; x = 0.45, y = 0.44, L =
23.3 cd/m2) or purple (rgb code: 200 100 200; x = 0.32, y = 0.21, L = 22.6 cd/m2) while colour of the adaptor
was kept fixed (seven participants were presented with a blue adaptor and five with a green adaptor), and
all stimuli were presented on a textured grey background (with grey pixels having independent and
random luminance between 22.0 and 23.2 cd/m2; x = 0.33, y = 0.34). In the second experiment we used yellow dots (rgb code: 255 255 0; x = 0.42, y = 0.50, L = 41 cd/m2) presented on a red (rgb code: 254 112 26; x =
0.55, y = 0.39, L = 32 cd/m2) and cyan (rgb code: 113 251 254; x = 0.24, y = 0.32, L = 41 cd/m2) horizontal
striped background (strip width 0.3 mm, 2 pixels) while in the control conditions we used lime dots (rgb
code: 0 255 0; x = 0.30, y = 0.60, L = 40 cd/m2) a colour having different hue levels but same saturation
and luminance of yellow (hsl yellow: 60 , 100%, 50%; hsl green: 120 , 100%, 50%).
Participants were asked to discriminate which of test and reference was more numerous using right and left arrows of the keyboard. A typical trial began with an adaptation period (2000 ms) in which an adaptor (a cloud of 48
elements) appeared on the left side of a central fixation cross. This was followed by an ISI (500 ms) which preceded the simultaneous presentation (200 ms) of test (a cloud of dots randomly varying between 12, 14, 16, 18,
21, 24, 28, 32, 36, 42 and 48 elements) and reference (a cloud of 24 dots), respectively presented left and right of
central fixation. Baseline was measured with comparison trials not preceded by an adaptation period. The number of trials for each tested numerosity followed a log-normal distribution except for adaptation trials of the first
experiment where the tested numerosities were equally represented across trials.
In the third experiment, we measured numerosity adaptation in audition with an estimation task. Stimuli
comprised sequences of brief tones (50 ms), ramped on and off with 10 ms raised-sine ramps. They were
evenly distributed throughout the period, with a random inter-tone jitter (20% of the exact inter-tone distance). Participants were asked to estimate the perceived numerosity of the test sequence and typing it on
the keyboard. A typical trial began with an adaptation sequence composed of either 48 tones (8 Hz) or 12
tones (2 Hz) presented within a 6000 ms period. This was followed by an ISI (1000 ms) and a test sequence
(3000 ms) which could randomly contain 10 to 20 pulses. To help participants correctly distinguish between
adaptation and test sequences, a central circle turned from red to green whenever the sequence turned
from adaptation to test. For each condition and each tested numerosity a total of six trials was presented.
The use of an estimation rather than discrimination task was mainly motivated by the difficulties in using
2AFC for temporal sequencies. Previous studies have shown that estimation works well (Anobile et al.,
2016; Arrighi et al., 2014), and that thresholds using the two techniques are highly correlated (Anobile
et al., 2018).
All stimuli were generated and presented with PsychToolbox 3 routines (Kleiner et al., 2007) in Matlab
2020b (The Mathworks, Inc., http://mathworks.com).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Analysis procedure
In the first and second experiments, an individual outlier detection procedure excluded trials with reaction
times above or below three standard deviations from the average reaction times of each numerosity in each
condition (baseline and adaptation). This led to discard, on average, 1.28% of trials for baseline and 1.98%
of trials for adaptation in the first experiment and 1.41% of trials for baseline and 1.52% of trials for adaptation in the second experiment. Afterwards, for each participant and each condition, the proportion of trials in which the test stimulus was perceived more numerous than the reference was plotted as a function of
tested values and fitted with a cumulative gaussian function. The 50% point of the function defines the point
of subjective equality (PSE), the physical numerosity necessary for the test adapted stimulus to perceptually
match the numerosity of the unadapted reference. Numerosity adaptation magnitudes were calculated for
each condition by subtracting the PSEs at baseline from PSEs during adaptation, and normalizing by the
numerosity of the reference:

PSEadaptation PSEbaseline
3 100%
N
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Task precision was measured using coefficient of variation calculated as the ratio between standard deviation of the cumulative gaussian function and numerosity of the reference.
In the third experiment, average responses to tested numerosities were computed for each experimental
condition and each participant. Differences between estimation values obtained in the 2 Hz and the 8 Hz
adaptation conditions were normalized by numerosity and fitted with a linear regression function anchored
at zero after excluding the two extreme values (10 and 20) which were discarded to avoid edge effects. The
slope of the function gave adaptation magnitude. Task precision was measured using coefficient of
variation calculated as the ratio between standard deviation and physical numerosity averaged across numerosities and adaptation conditions (2 Hz and 8 Hz).

Statistical analysis
Analyses were performed using JASP 0.14.1.0. Repeated measures ANOVAs and paired sample t-tests
were used to compare different experimental conditions. To compensate for violations of sphericity,
Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied whenever appropriate (Greenhouse and Geisser, 1959)
and corrected p-values (but uncorrected degrees of freedom) are reported. Post-hoc comparisons were
performed using Bonferroni correction.
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